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Introduction



Directional Dark Matter Search with Nuclear Emulsion
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𝐑𝐭𝐡 > 100 nm
(all targets )

DM mass : 20 GeV/c2

Δθ=0 °

to detect recoil nuclei as track
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Target Nuclei are…

- Ag(44%)

- Br (32%)

- C(N,O)(20%)

(Mass fraction)



Flow of DM search

Detection & Developing treatment

Emulsion

This is simple model as a round shape. (Actually, grain have little shape)



Detection & Developing treatment

1st Analysis

- Candidate selection (rough scan)

- Shape recognition (now)

- High speed scan (Large volume)

- 3D position

Optical microscope

(my talk)

Emulsion

To select the candidate to be the number that can be detailed analysis

Flow of DM search



Detection & Developing treatment

1st Analysis
2nd Analysis

- Candidate selection (rough scan)

- Shape recognition (now)

- High speed scan (Large volume)

- 3D position

Optical microscope

(my talk)

X-ray microscope
- High spatial resolution (~60 nm)

- Already finished constructing

Plasmon with optical 

(Umemoto’s talk)

Emulsion

It is possible to combine the various analysis !

- very high resolution (< 60 nm)

- Other information

Flow of DM search



Actual images of track
171 nm 1.1 μm1.1 μm 281 nm

Optical X-ray

Detection & Developing treatment

1st Analysis
2nd Analysis

- Candidate selection (rough scan)

- Shape recognition (now)

- High speed scan (Large volume)

- 3D position

Optical microscope

(my talk)

X-ray microscope
- High spatial resolution (~60 nm)

- Already finished constructing

- very high resolution (< 60 nm)

- Other information

Emulsion

Plasmon with optical 

(Umemoto’s talk)

Flow of DM search



Readout machine & method
~1st Analysis~



Readout machine & method

PTS(unit 01)

・High resolution

- High N.A Objective lens

- Band-path filter

(short wavelength)

・High brightness and contrast

- Epi-illumination system

- Xenon-Mercury lump

Base is optical microscope

1st analysis

- Readout of the signal candidate

- 3D position

- Brightness

- Shape

- Area

- Angle      etc…

Original image Binarization Contour extraction
Ellipse fit

1.7µm

■Ellipse fitting (Shape recognition)

Major

Minor

Ellipticity

→It is possible to analyze large volume



Upgrade of the Readout machine @Nagoya
PTS(unit 01) PTS-2

- N.A1.45 Ob.lens

- λ 440 nm (Blue band-path)

- 4M pixel, 180 fps Camera

- N.A1.25 Ob.lens

- λ 550 nm (Green band-path)

- 1M pixel, 120 fps Camera

Readout efficiency: 

250 nm  90%

200 nm  70%

150 nm  40%

100 nm    5%

(Ellipticity cut >1.25)

Readout efficiency: 

250 nm  100%

200 nm  100%

150 nm    65%

100 nm    25%
(Ellipticity cut >1.25)

- Spatial resolution: 315 nm

- Pixel size: 58 nm

Upgrade

- Spatial resolution: 233 nm

- Pixel size: 55 nm

~Cygnu2013 Current

Improvement



Readout machine @Italy

- Spatial resolution: 246 nm

- Pixel size: 23 nm (by magnifying lens)

- N.A1.45 Ob.lens

- λ 550 nm (Green band-path + halogen)

- 4M pixel, 100 fps(Max 400 fps) Camera

- Magnifying lens  x2.5

Napoli University

LNGS(Gran sasso)

- N.A1.45 Ob.lens

- λ 440 nm (Blue LED light)

- 4M pixel, ~400 fps Camera

These are also already possible to analyze.



Performance evaluation 
of the emulsion DM search

about heavy nuclei



- Detection efficiency

- Angular resolution                 for each energy

Performance evaluation of the emulsion DM search

- Very high sensitivity

- (At least 1-carbon ion leaving “1-hit”)

- Bkg has not been taken into account yet. 

+ Establish the evaluation method

Detector condition (set up)



The possible conditions

Preparation of the sample

Ion implantation system @Nagoya Univ.

100keV, 80keV, 60keV C-ion

- nucleus: C (can select N, O, Kr etc.)

- Energy: 5 ~ 200 [keV] * ion valence

vertical

horizontal

To use of the ion implantation system

(Mean 250nm, 210nm, 160nm)

- implantation density > 107 /cm2

(Control the irradiation time

by feeding back the current)

- Monochromatic energy

- It can be irradiated to align the 

direction (very parallel ions 

beam)

- It can be selected the kind of 

nucleus

density ~ 107 /cm2

(exposure time ; 0.1 sec)

emulsion

Advantage

(10deg.)



Blue filter (λ440nm)
NA1.45 obj.lens

1024x1024[pix*pix], 
1pixel = 55nm

56µm

11µm

Carbon 100 keV
(Horizontal @10deg.)

Ion direction

Actual image of tracks @Carbon 100 keV



Elli>1.0 (all hits) 
649 ± 8 /view

Horizontal 100 keV
@10deg.irradiation

10 view

Angle distribution

Vertical irradiation
15 view

Elli > 1.4

Elli > 1.4 Elli > 1.25

Elli > 1.25

Horizontal

Vertical
(Isotropic scattering)

Anisotropy is consistent with irradiation direction of carbon ions

Elli>1.0 (all hits) 
3044 ± 14 /view



Detection efficiency for each signal region

“Ellipticity cut” vs. “Efficiency”

100keV 80keV

60keV

=
𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑢𝑡

− 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑢𝑡

𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑛𝑜 𝑐𝑢𝑡 − 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑡

𝑛𝑜 𝑐𝑢𝑡

𝐸𝑓𝑓 =
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

Bkg rejection HighLow

Strong candidate of 
signal region



Comparison in data and simulation

- Simulation - Simulation

- Simulation

=
𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑢𝑡

− 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑢𝑡

𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑛𝑜 𝑐𝑢𝑡 − 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑡

𝑛𝑜 𝑐𝑢𝑡

𝐸𝑓𝑓 =
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

100keV 80keV

60keV

Detection efficiency for each signal region

“Ellipticity cut” vs. “Efficiency”

Bkg rejection HighLow

Strong candidate of 
signal region



Considerable points if ion implant system is used to measure efficiency

List of uncertainty

☑ Statistical error

□ Sensitivity of Emulsion in surface layer (yet)

□Monitoring counts of irradiated ions (yet)

☑ Special noise in surface layer

(such as an event by vacuum pressure and dust)

□ Chance coincidence events (looks like below images)

□ Effect of going out events by scattering

■irradiation flux is too high

- Chance coincidence events occur

1.1µm

offset

Chance coincidence

Large

small

(Non-active sentence shows that have not been considered yet)
+ □Analysis angle effect

Effect
(expected)



Considerable points if ion implant system is used to measure efficiency

List of uncertainty

☑ Statistical error

□ Sensitivity of Emulsion in surface layer (yet)

□Monitoring counts of irradiated ions (yet)

☑ Special noise in surface layer

(such as an event by vacuum pressure and dust)

□ Chance coincidence events (looks like below images)

□ Effect of going out events by scattering

■irradiation flux is too high

- Chance coincidence events occur

1.1µm

offset

Chance coincidence

Effect
(expected)

Large

small

(Non-active sentence shows that have not been reflected yet)
+ □Analysis angle effect



Estimation of chance coincidence(CC) effect  @efficiency

1. Add 3 flux sample (100 keV)

𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎𝟕 [event𝐬/𝐜𝐦𝟐]
→ CC rate (estimate): 5.7 %

𝟑 × 𝟏𝟎𝟕

→ CC rate: 13.6 %
𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎𝟕 (Incident flux)

→ CC rate: 41.8 %

Low flux (Lower limit) High flux very High flux

Elli>1.25 Elli>1.4

Red: Added 3 sample
Green: Original for efficiency 

Estimated zero-CC efficiency

2. Correlation 
between “CC rate” 

and “efficiency”

CC rate [cts/ cts] CC rate [cts/ cts]
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100 keV

Estimation of chance coincidence(CC) effect  @efficiency

Original data

After removing CC effect

It appears to be almost same → Chance coincidence effect is small

(But, energy dependence is not a obvious.)



Considerable points if ion implant system is used to measure efficiency

List of uncertainty

☑ Statistical error

□ Sensitivity of Emulsion in surface layer (yet)

□Monitoring counts of irradiated ions (yet)

☑ Special noise in surface layer

(such as an event by vacuum pressure and dust)

☑ Chance coincidence events (looks like below images)

□ Effect of going out events by scattering

■irradiation flux is too high

- Chance coincidence events occur

1.1µm

offset

Chance coincidence

Large

small

(Non-active sentence shows that have not been reflected yet)
+ □Analysis angle effect

Effect
(expected)



Camera 0deg.56µm Camera 45deg.

Rotate the camera angle

Rotate

Ion direction Ion direction

Rotate

8.3µm

Camera rotation (0 deg. -> 45deg.)



Horizontal 100 keV
@10deg.irradiation

10 view

Angle distribution

Elli > 1.4

Elli > 1.4 Elli > 1.25

Elli > 1.25

0deg.Camera

45deg.Camera

Angular distribution of “camera angle 45 deg.” is broad.

Camera
0 deg.

Camera
45 deg.

shift

Elli>1.0 (all hits) 
649 ± 8 /view

Elli>1.0 (all hits) 
644 ± 8 /view



“Ellipticity cut” vs. “Signal” [cts]

Camera angle effect with respect to the irradiation direction
@efficiency (signal count)

about Efficiency…         - Ellipticity cut    >1.4;          45deg. < 0deg.camera
- Ellipticity cut 1.3~1.4;   45deg. ≒ 0deg.camera
- Ellipticity cut <1.3;           45deg. > 0deg.camera

0deg.Camera

45deg.Camera

100keV Carbon



Angular resolution

100keV 80keV

60keV

“Ellipticity cut”
vs.

“Sigma of Gaussian in angular distribution”

0deg.Camera

45deg.Camera
Simulation Simulation

Simulation

0deg.Camera

45deg.Camera

0deg.Camera

45deg.Camera

There is few signal
(Chance coincidence 

is dominant)

← Angular resolution



Summary of performance 1

Angular resolution;  ~350 [mrad] (=20deg.)

“Carbon energy” vs. “Angular resolution”

Dominant effect;  scattering in emulsion
(≒300mrad)

“Carbon energy” vs. “Efficiency”

29deg.

17deg.

6deg.

Efficiency;

Preliminary

Elli cut 1.25

Elli cut 1.40

Elli cut 1.60

Elli cut 1.25

Elli cut 1.40

Elli cut 1.60

Carbon energy [keV] Carbon energy [keV]

Energy Elli>1.4 Elli>1.25

100 keV 59.7 ± 1.5(stat) % 72.8 ± 1.7(stat) %

80 keV 42.9 ± 1.2(stat) % 61.4 ± 1.5(stat) %

60keV 16.9 ± 0.4(stat) % 29.5 ± 0.6(stat) %



Summary of performance 2 (after correction of the reflect effect)

“Carbon energy” vs. “Efficiency”

Preliminary

Elli cut 1.25

Elli cut 1.40

Elli cut 1.60

Carbon energy [keV]

Elli cut 1.25

Elli cut 1.40

Elli cut 1.60

Carbon energy [keV]

Emulsion

Raw data have “reflected effect”

→ Track become short

Ion

Raw Data Correction Data

Correction !

Next step, 

Neutron calibration (cross check)



Prospect (improvement of readout efficiency)

1.7µm

20 x 20 pix

40 x 40 pix

As a method for improve the readout efficiency, 

there is a possibility that the magnifying 

lens is useful !

Ex.) Expansion

by Bicubic technique (x2)

Since a sign of the improvement was confirmed 

by using the “magnifying lens” or “Bicubic

analysis”, I introduce the result.



Elli cut 1.25

Elli cut 1.40

Elli cut 1.60

Normal data 
(today talk)

After Bicubic
(x2)

Elli cut 1.25

Elli cut 1.40

Elli cut 1.60

Elli cut 1.25

Elli cut 1.40

Elli cut 1.60

Napoli’s data
(used magnifying lens x2.5)

Used Bicubic technique Used magnifying lens

Very 
preliminary

Prospect



Summary
• 3 readout-machine (Nagoya, Napoli, LNGS) has been 

constructing. And, it is possible to gram scale experiment.

• Performance of “the Emulsion DM search” was evaluated 
by using Ion-implant system.

• It shows good angular resolution (~20˚) and lower energy 
sensitivity (< 60 keV).

prospect

• “Magnifying lens” or “Bicubic method” test

→ Improvement of readout efficiency

• Neutron calibration → crosscheck of detection efficiency

• BG study → electron rejection power (& Carbon detection effi)



fin


